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Last year at about this time, we ran a sequence of articles on watershapes of his-
toric or monumental importance. These included such spectacular installations as
the fountains and pools of Hearst Castle, the ambitious waterfeatures at the Getty
Center, the inspiring public fountains of Kansas City and Frank Lloyd Wright’s tran-
scendent Fallingwater.

It was a true tour de force, and many of you told us that you liked what you saw.
Some even went so far as to say that the articles had prompted them to travel to these
places for personal, up-close looks at these masterworks of watershaping.

As both a follow-up to that series of articles and as a way to celebrate the con-
clusion of our fourth year of publication, we thought we’d add another set of en-
tries to our registry of iconic watershaping achievements.

In this issue on page 34, for starters, you’ll find a glorious feature on Italy’s leg-
endary Villa d’Este by landscape architect Mark Holden. This is the place after which
hotelier Steve Wynn patterned Bellagio in Las Vegas, and it’s remarkable to see how
much a truly beautiful modern hotel pales in comparison to the original.

Located just outside Rome, this 16th-century estate is graced by dozens of wa-
tershapes – fountains, ponds and cascades – all originally powered by gravity and
head pressure. Despite the technological limitations of the era and decaying
effects of the centuries, the watershapes at this wonderful spot are still among
the most beautiful and complex ever created. As Holden points out, this is a place
that all watershapers should put on their itineraries.

Then we have a feature by fountain expert William Hobbs on his firm’s work in
support of the designs of Maya Lin, the contemporary genius behind the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C., and a string of other monumental in-
stallations – many of which include dazzling uses of water. In these works, in fact,
we see water used as a metaphor of time, change and the sweep of human history
– a clear voice in the multi-layered statements she makes in her work.

Personally, I find this combination of articles to be unusually powerful – a gen-
uine declaration of the aesthetic potency of water as a sculptural medium. Although
Lin’s modernism and the Villa d’Este’s classicism are about as far apart as you can
get in terms of art history, artistic style and physical scale, these monuments carry
profound social and cultural messages through the interplay of art and water.

These deep, artistic resonances and the creative vision of the great watershapers
involved in these masterpieces challenge us to meaningful, even spiritual, reflection.
At the same time, we all know just how diverting and relaxing it can and should
be to spend time in the presence of moving water. In other words, you don’t have
to be an art historian to appreciate works such as these – but the deeper meanings
are certainly there if you’re inclined to look for them.

Whether you endeavor on your own to create large public displays or intimate
residential environments, it’s important to realize that, through the art and craft
of watershaping, you are linked to a distinguished creative tradition that reaches
back through the centuries – and propels us all into the future.

Now and Then

WATERsHAPES �NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2002

Structures By Eric Herman
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“Without goals, you become what you were.
With goals, you become what you wish.”

– James Fadiman

s I’ve grown in my personal life and as a businessperson, I’ve come to
recognize a powerful relationship between basic axioms (such as the one
just above from James Fadiman) and the setting of my own goals.

To paraphrase Mr.Webster, an axiom is a self-evident truth or proposition.
Many are quite familiar, so much so that phrases including “Honesty is the
best policy” or “Nothing ventured, nothing gained” have become ingrained
in our minds.

If you approach them the right way, goals can become just as ingrained
as these common axioms, especially if we embrace them, internalize them
and allow them to inform how we conduct our lives and how we think about
what we’re doing.

Believe it or not, goals can guide almost everything we do, from how we
schedule our time to how we establish our business and personal relation-
ships or determine the things we choose to learn. In other words, when we
turn to them as a way of guiding ourselves and as a method of achieving and

attaining the things we want, our goals become
powerful tools indeed.

A Look in the Mirror
Trouble is, axioms and goals often cut both

ways and can open doors for us or, when mis-
applied or mismanaged, will set limits on what
we can accomplish.

Consider the axiom,“Be careful what you wish
for.” This chestnut points to the fact that when
you wish for and attain something, sometimes
things do not turn out as you’ve planned.
Unfortunately, there’s truth to this saying for a
great many people, and I’d like to suggest that
we should examine why this is the case.

Personally, I believe that the unintended and
often negative consequences of“getting what we
want”come from setting goals without thought
or at least without adequate thought. That’s why
I believe that any time you’re establishing goals,
you need to begin that process with a simple
question: “Do I really want what I’m seeking?”

That may be an obvious point,but it seems to
me that too many of us fail to consider our true
desires in setting our minds on specific goals and
end up wishing for things we don’t really want.

At times, in fact,there almost seems to be an el-
ement of predestination in what people pursue.
I’ve often thought this is why so many children of
doctors and lawyers become doctors or lawyers:
Everyone involved makes assumptions based on
life experiences and makes decisions based on a
sense of obligation rather than true desires.

In addition and all too often,we see situations

Aqua Culture By Brian Van Bower

Effective goal setting has to do with being able to

express your goal concisely in an understandable,

plausible way.  Yes, almost anything is possible, 

but without clarity and realism in the planning

process, the odds of your getting where you 

want to be will decrease dramatically. 

A

Ready, Set, Goal













alistic means finding a path to your goals.
It does not mean coming up with excus-
es that prevent you from moving in the
right direction.

�Compulsions: These constitute an-
other nasty form of limitation that can
be remarkably detrimental. I’ve known
people, for example, who are scrupu-
lously clean and organized, and certain-
ly there’s nothing at all wrong with be-
ing tidy and neat. But when you
consistently focus on cleaning your desk
instead of doing the real work at hand,
then the compulsion for cleanliness be-
comes an enormous roadblock.

�Habitual Behaviors: Almost every-
one I know has a bad habit or two – and
many of them are things that have a way
of limiting success in achieving goals by
keeping you from moving toward your
objective.

Habitual behaviors, whether imple-
mented by individuals or organizations,
are often used as a way to justify the sta-
tus quo. In that context, even positive
habits can get in the way if they become
excuses for not trying new things or look-
ing at something in a new way and end
up trapping us in habitual rituals.

When you find yourself saying or
thinking “That’s just the way we do
things” or “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it,”
it’s time to look closely at the limitations
these thought patterns are imposing.

� Guilt: This is a big one – often one
of the toughest limitations to identify and
overcome: There are a great many people
who for some reason believe they are un-

Circle  71 on Postage Free Card or Visit ws.thisad.info/212-71

Circle  74 on Postage Free Card or Visit ws.thisad.info/212-74

Aqua Culture
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People who have underdeveloped 

imaginations will have difficulty setting

goals that are outside the proverbial 

box, while people who are comfortable

imagining the future will have a much

easier time setting and realizing goals.
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t’s not often that we’re asked to stretch ourselves. This past
year, however, I was presented with that opportunity in land-
scaping a site that was quite different from the usual residen-
tial lots I encounter in Southern California.

Through all my years in business, I’ve become accustomed to
working in a climate that supports year-round planting, year-
round foliage and year-round lush views. In this case, I received
a call to design a garden in the mountains above Southern
California – and I jumped at the chance to branch out and do
something truly different.

My clients owned a home on the upslope side of an empty lot
for some time. They contacted the lot’s owners and let them
know they would be interested in purchasing the parcel if they
ever decided to sell it. When the property came on the market
some time later, my clients snatched it up quickly, hoping to en-
hance their enjoyment of their vacation home by expanding the
size of their yard.

Their plans called for landscaping only – no residential struc-
tures were to be added. Needless to say, the neighbors were thrilled
that some architectural monstrosity wasn’t going to clog the prop-
erty or their sight lines and that all they would see was a peace-
ful landscape when they looked out their windows.

Changing Zones

Setting the Scene
Lake Arrowhead is a resort community in the San

Bernardino mountains, a couple hours’ drive up from Los
Angeles. The climate is vastly different from the west side
of Los Angeles (with its ocean influence and where I design
many projects) or the San Fernando Valley (where I live and
know first-hand about its very hot summers and cool – but
rarely freezing – winters).

Where I can prepare for most of my jobs on my home
turf by going through a time-tested design/installation
process with a rich set of plants and possibilities in mind,
this mountain-top challenge called for a whole new way of
approaching things.

When I initially met with the clients and surveyed the
site, I found a property dotted by mature pines, redwoods,
cedars and various other trees, as well as a carpet of pine
needles. Their vision was to create a place downslope from
the existing residence that would become an outdoor en-
tertaining space as well as a place for them to rest and relax
on their weekends and vacations.

One of the existing features that impressed me was a small
recirculating stream they had built themselves out of rocks
they’d found on their property. I immediately saw this as
the design element I could use to tie the two properties
together and suggested that we continue the stream by wind-
ing it further down the slope to a terminus under a wood
deck we’d been discussing. We’d then surround the deck
with enough planting to create an illusion that the stream
continued past the deck.

At first, my clients sensed that all of this would run well
beyond the budget they’d been considering. (All they’d
been thinking of was a wood deck surrounded by lush plant-
ing and a fence.)  After some contemplation and,no doubt,
some “imagination time”spent dreaming about the stream,
they decided this would be just the element they needed to
create the environment they really wanted.

After a more detailed survey of the property,we launched

I can prepare for most of my jobs on my home turf by 

going through a time-tested design/installation process 

with a rich set of plants and possibilities in mind, but 

this mountain-top challenge called for a whole new way 

of approaching things.

Natural Companions By Stephanie rose
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very once in a while, being right is not such a great thing! 
Last month in this column, I described the initial phases of a spectacular

project in Malibu, Calif., and one of the things I mentioned was the fact that
from the moment I stepped onto the site, I suspected that there might be some
serious problems afoot. This impression was based largely on what I saw to

be substandard construction of the existing swimming pool and on concerns about
the elevation of the deck relative to the structure of the house.

Unfortunately, those initial impressions turned out to be far more accurate than
anyone could have imagined.

Below Par Below Grade
To reset the scene: The three-story home is a stunning modernist structure

designed by prominent Los Angeles architect Ed Niles. It’s located in the Malibu
Colony, an exclusive enclave known for the wealth and celebrity of its residents,
and commands a position on a point overlooking a reef – hardly the least impres-
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By David Tisherman

sive property in the neighborhood.
The swimming pool, which was to be

remodeled,was located in a narrow court-
yard surrounded by the house on three
sides and by a tall wall on the fourth. Access
to the space was limited to a six-foot-wide
breezeway at the front of the house.

As is true with most beach commu-
nities in Southern California, the hous-
es in the Colony are set on narrow lots
and are often only a few feet apart. In
those close quarters, street space is at a
premium and there’s not much by way
of parking or areas to store or maneu-
ver materials and equipment. All of this
increased the level of difficulty of the
project, but it wasn’t anything my crews
haven’t dealt with before.

But this oceanfront project was distinc-
tive in its own way. For one thing,we did-
n’t expect that a Bobcat would drop three
feet as the slate walkway that comprised the
floor of the breezeway suddenly collapsed.

When we pulled the Bobcat out and ex-
amined the hole, we saw that the breeze-
way floor, which appeared to be slate-ve-
neered concrete, was actually a flimsy
structure of floor joists surmounted by
plywood onto which slate had been ap-
plied with a thin coat of mortar. The
wood was entirely rotten, and we found
exposed electrical wiring running through
the bays between the joists – a scary sit-
uation, to say the least.

At this point, I was starting to get a very
bad feeling about what was going on un-
derneath the rest of the house. When we
finished pulling out the pool and the rest

E

Tisherman: Detail 22 By David Tisherman

Averting Disaster

This oceanfront project was distinctive in its

own way.  For one thing, we didn’t expect that

a Bobcat would drop three feet as the slate

walkway that comprised the floor of the

breezeway suddenly collapsed. 
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We’ve built virtual pools with every single tile and color we carry,
including decking tile. You and your customers can preview

them on the web at www.nptgonline.com, with our
interactive CD*, or in any of our 13 showrooms.

Now your customers can actually see how a pool will look
in any style and color, instead of using their imagination

and a few tile samples. And they can look at
as many pools as they want, as often as they
want – on their own. It’s an easier and less
time-consuming way to help your customers
select tile.

Of course you still may want samples and 
catalogs, and we’ll ship them immediately upon
your request – but now you won’t need as many.

*  Call 888-411-TILE and we’ll be happy to send interactive CDs
to you or your customers. No access to a computer? No problem
– use one of our display computers in a showroom nearest you.

Choosing tile is as
easy as point,
click, preview

Use a computer and our new interactive CD*,
and show “installed” pool tile to your customers.
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We’ve all heard and read how important it is to study the

achievements of our predecessors in watershape design and en-

gineering. Indeed,exploring these historic works is vital for the

role it plays in emboldening our sense of artistic tradition and

inspiring our creativity by offering rich galleries of design ideas.

When considering Villa d’Este in such light – its extraordi-

nary architecture,otherworldly gardens and daring watershape

designs – it’s easy to see why this grand estate is so important to

us now. It’s widely considered to be the most significant resi-

dence surviving from the Renaissance and has every right to

claim to be the most beautiful and influential as well.

Surely there’s no substitute for traveling there and lingering

with eyes wide open,but even from afar,we can and should turn

to this amazing estate as a source of artistic inspiration and, in

many respects, as a technical blueprint.

everywhere

For more than four centuries, Italy’s Villa d’Este has inspired designers
and most everyone else who has visited the site.  Landscape architect
and contractor Mark Holden, for one, has had a career-long interest in
the legendary estate and takes this opportunity to share his love of its
amazing architecture and gardens – all with the intention of highlight-
ing design concepts today’s watershapers can use in creating their own
masterworks. By Mark Holden

Water



a comprehensive program
These days, most of us are more familiar with Bellagio than

we are with Villa d’Este,upon which the spectacular Las Vegas
hotel was patterned. Even with its posh appointments and re-
markable dancing waters and spectacular technical achieve-
ments,however, I’d argue that the modern replica doesn’t come
close to the original in beauty, grandeur or technological in-
novation.

Nestled in rolling terrain near the shores of Lake Como and
in the town of Tivoli – about 20 miles east of Rome – Villa

d’Este is one of several Italian villas that have survived from
the 16th Century. Like a great opera, the villa is vast and mul-
tifaceted, with seemingly endless variations on its key themes
and voices.

At every turn, it challenges us to plumb its depths and learn
what we can of its structure and complexity, from its sweeping
axial geometry to its pinpoint details and stimulating narrative
program. In these surroundings,we find a living,historic palette
of ideas and stories related to us in three dimensions.

WATERsHAPES �NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 200236

This famous colonnade of fountains connects
two major elements of the garden: the
Rometta and the Oval Fountain. The Rometta
symbolizes Rome, while the Oval Fountain
represents Tivoli, making the alley a metaphor
for the journey between the two places. The
many statuary faces emit even streams of wa-
ter, serving as evidence of Chiruchi’s precise
control of flow over considerable distances.

The Alley of

One Hundred Fountains
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The Dragon Fountain is situated just
below the main house and serves as
the Villa d’Este’s central hub.  It tells
the story of Hercules, patron deity of
Tivoli, who slew a multi-headed drag-
on as one of his heroic exploits.  The
dragon serves as the fountain’s cen-
terpiece amid a large oval basin cut
into the slope.  This allows visitors to
come in close proximity to the foun-
tain on several levels as they descend
a staircase that wraps around the
pool’s perimeter.

Fountain

The Dragon
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The design and construction
of Villa d’Este stretched from
roughly 1550 to 1572, the prod-
uct of a glorious collaboration be-
tween its owner,Cardinal Ippolito
d’Este, and the renowned histo-
rian and architect, Pirro Ligorio.
During its long history, the villa
has seemingly grown only more
beautiful and visually compelling.

One reason for its enduring
appeal and influence is that the
property is among the most
complex design achievements in
all of Renaissance architecture.
Ligorio’s antiquarian tastes and
affection for Roman myth and
culture infuse the entire estate,
from the frescoes adorning the
interior walls with tales of
Hercules and Neptune and oth-
er mythological figures to the
elaborate statuary and water-
shapes that infuse the exterior
spaces with echoes of those same
heroic themes.

The exterior spaces are lush
and green and wild,but the estate
is also set up on an elaborate ax-
ial grid that connects the garden
spaces to the world beyond the
estate’s perimeter. Direct lines
run from the garden to land-
marks in Tivoli, for example,and
precise “force”lines can be drawn
from the villa’s core that pass
through its major watershapes to
terminal points at ancient arche-
ological sites in neighboring hills
and towns where Ligorio un-
earthed much of the statuary
with which he graced the
grounds.

This linking of environments
by way of visual motifs and spa-
tial relationships is a prime les-
son of Villa d’Este – a set of prin-
ciples we can apply with most of
the situations and design modes
we use. The work with landforms
and topography is also excep-
tional, from the elegant stairways
(both dry and wet) connecting
upper and lower terraces to the
ingenious use of viewpoint, per-

Surrounded by stone struc-
tures that call to mind
many of the Eternal City’s
most famous and familiar
structures, the Rometta
capsulizes the glory, hon-
or and history of Rome in
a whimsical way.  Figurines
and statues take up posi-
tions within a criss-crossing
watershape and focus on
the Rometta’s stone obelisk
and a boat meant to sym-
bolize a boat-shaped island
in the Tiber River just out-
side Rome.

The 

Rometta 
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allegories

In developing themes for decoration of

Villa d’Este, Pirro Ligorio looked back to an-

cient Rome and a rich, deity-filled mythol-

ogy that formed the spiritual core of one

of the most dominant civilizations the plan-

et has ever seen.

The rich and powerful of Renaissance

Italy saw themselves as the “heirs” of those

ancient Romans and surrounded themselves

with styles, statuary and symbols that hear-

kened back to the greatness of Rome.  This

is why, inside and out, Ligorio infused Villa

d’Este with all the references to antiquity he

could muster, from elaborate frescoes on

mythological themes inside the residence

to the artworks he chose as the centerpieces

for the fountains he placed outside.

The interior and exterior spaces literally

worked hand in hand:  When Ligorio would

unearth a significant piece of ancient art in

one of the local archeological sites he fre-

quented, he would use it as a centerpiece

for the new watershape for Cardinal d’Este,

then commission frescoes for interior walls

to express the story more fully.  

This manner of design and the deliberate

linking of watershapes not only with their gar-

den surroundings, but also with an overall

program for an entire estate, is a signal

achievement at Villa d’Este, but it’s never a

weighty concern.  Instead, the villa’s use of

pagan deities and tales is lighthearted and fa-

miliar, creating spaces that – then as now –

inspire easy smiles rather than religious awe.
– M.H.
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spective and layering of views to
make the gardens a visual feast
for visitors.

a passion for water
The feasting is enhanced, of

course,by the beautiful fountains
and watershapes that dot the
grounds. Not only are they re-
markable for their detail and sheer
beauty, they also represent an
amazing engineering achievement
when you consider that the villa’s
waterworks – and 500 fountains
in all – were originally run by head
pressure generated by a system of
cisterns and aqueducts.

To my mind, this single factor,
this astonishing level of hydraulic
sophistication and application,
puts Villa d’Este in a league with
such marvels as the baroque gar-
dens of Versailles in France and
the Moorish complex of water-
works at Generalife in Spain.

Villa d’Este sits atop a small hill
in the town of Tivoli, which for
centuries has been one of Italy’s
most obvious enclaves for the af-
fluent. Here Ligorio, far better
known as an antiquarian and his-
torian than as an architect, creat-
ed one of the Italian Renaissance’s
greatest artistic achievements in
collaboration with Cardinal
d’Este,scion of a powerful and in-
fluential family.

The cardinal brought Ligorio
to Tivoli to transform an existing
monastery into a summer villa.
Steeped in Roman mythology
and culture, Ligorio vested the
work with an explosion of liter-
ary allusions and classic design
elements. He himself led arche-
ological expeditions to the sur-
rounding hills to unearth the
Roman statuary and antiquities
to be incorporated into the de-
sign throughout the estate, inside
and out.

When it came to the water-
shapes,however,Ligorio brought
in an expert,Thomaso Chiruchi,
widely reputed to be the best hy-

Where the Rometta shows the power
and passion of Rome, the Oval Fountain
(or the Fountain of Arethusa, as it’s also
known) captures all of Tivoli’s subtle and
sensual elegance.  The organic back-
drop and the simple flows of water of-
fer a dramatic contrast to the Rometta’s
erratic spouts.  

The  Oval

Fountain



This feature stands as one the
Renaissance’s (and all of history’s) most
original watershapes.  Claude Venard of
Burgundy, an extraordinary manufactur-
er of pipe organs, helped Chiruchi exe-
cute Ligorio’s vision:  Special pipes were
built to create various organ-like sounds
that resonated throughout the entire gar-
den.  The centerpiece statue has been
moved and the pipes are no longer tune-
ful, but the organ was once the “audito-
ry” center of the villa’s gardens.

The  Water

Organ
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draulic engineer of his day.
Working within a scheme that
called for the most dramatic
water effects possible,Chiruchi
delivered in truly grand style.

The site was challenging,
with severe grade changes and
the rigid geometry of the site
plan. The water source was
the River Aniene, which
Chiruchi diverted and chan-
neled into a vast hydraulic
network that fueled effects
that would be difficult to
achieve even using modern
pumps and valves. Nothing
was wasted: Water would be
used for a watershape on one
level, and then channeled to
one or more watershapes at
lower levels to create even
more effects before the water
passed into Lake Como.

Every one of the major wa-
tershapes fits into a compli-
cated gridwork cast over the
entire estate – a measure of
control in what seems an
amazingly spontaneous, fluid
and organic composition that
has more than stood the test
of time.

classic reflections

One of the classic elements of Renaissance architectural design is the care-
ful use of reflection.  

This is best seen at Villa d’Este in the series of fishponds situated below the
Water Organ:  Three static pools cascade down from the enigmatic organ and
provide crystal-clear, mirrored views of the organ and its immense spouts.  As
visitors stroll between the ponds on the thin walkways separating them, they ac-
cess different angles of reflection and enjoy new experiences.  

This is a spectacular example of dynamic hydraulics performing one function
while sheet-like, static water performs another and is just one of the many ob-
servations one can make about Villa d’Este that can be directly translated to
applications in the here and now.  

There are two keys to setting up these reflective surfaces:  First, you need to
make the inner surface of the reflecting pool dark – the darker the better – which
enables the water to reflect more of its surroundings with greater depth and clarity.  Second, you need to set up the cir-
culation system so that returned water does not create turbulence of any kind at the surface.

– M.H.

Given its name for the owl-like
sounds that emanated from a
pipe system similar to that of the
Water Organ, this watershape
is set slightly out of the way of
main traffic patterns and is fur-
ther isolated by walls that give
it a courtyard-like setting.  The
columns on either side of the
centerpiece feature hand-carved
vines and various other plant
materials and birds created by
the Renaissance artisans.

The  Fountain

of the Owl
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Teaching others the principles of vanishing-edge design and construction is something Skip Phillips has

been doing for more than a decade.  He knows from experience that each setting is different in ways

that make it hard to generalize, but nonetheless, he says, watershapers can strive for spectacular results

by approaching these projects with a standard set of considerations and questions in mind.  

Water
in

Transit
By Skip Phillips



Vanishing-edge pools are all about
changing the relationship of the

water to its surroundings. They
enable the water to reflect views
and create visual links to the
surrounding scenery in dra-
matic and surprising ways that
simply can’t be achieved with

conventional designs.
The same distinction is true

of perimeter-overflow systems
and pools with deck-level (or slot-

overflow) designs, which is why I classi-
fy all three together as “water-in-transit” sys-
tems. There’s a lot of diversity under that big
conceptual umbrella, but these pools share
important characteristics and require simi-
lar approaches in design, engineering and
construction.

The similarity begins with a common def-
inition: These are systems in which water flows
over an edge from a primary vessel into an-
other,usually smaller vessel that is designed to
accept a constant flow of water needed to
maintain the primary visual effect as well as
the anticipated surge in flow that occurs when
bathers jump into the main pool.

Through the years, I’ve participated in many
discussions about these designs in trade show
seminars, during Genesis 3 schools and in the
pages of trade and consumer magazines. I’ve
found along the way that, even though it’s dif-
ficult to define a standard in specific mathe-
matic terms (except for a few key parameters),
there is a set of key considerations that lead to
success.

At the Edge
Any design project begins with evaluation

of the setting, the surroundings, lines of sight,
elevations and all of the idiosyncratic, site-
specific factors that drive aesthetic decisions.
As those factors are weighed, only then do
practical issues of how things are done and
how aesthetic effects can be accomplished
come into play.

We’ll come back to the aesthetic
issues later, but I want to start with
a tangible, practical considera-
tion – specifically the fact that
any water-in-transit system in-
volves you in sending water
over an edge, which means you
also have to capture that water
and re-circulate it.
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The systems used to do this trick can
be broken into two distinct categories: at-
tached or detached surge systems.

• The attached system is most often rep-
resented by the familiar cross-section of
a vanishing edge where the trough is two
feet wide, two feet deep and two feet be-
low the edge,with those dimensions vary-
ing, of course, based on a variety of fac-
tors such as the elevation of the surge
tank, the length of the edge and the de-
sired surge capacity.

• By contrast,you can capture the water
in a smaller gutter or a perimeter overflow
slot and rapidly transfer it to a detached
surge tank. These remotely positioned sys-
tems give you a great deal of flexibility
when it comes to locating and conceal-
ing the surge capacity.

There are significant differences be-
tween these surge designs,but your basic
responsibility remains the same: You need
a container that can accept and contain
the constant flow of water over the edge

as well as any bather surge you anticipate.
This means that, irrespective of the ves-
sel you’re using to accept the surge –
whether it’s a catch basin or a remote
surge tank – you must establish both the
minimum operating level of that vessel
and its overflow level.

Both of these are volumetric issues de-
termined by how much water will flow
over the edge. The minimum operating
level (MOL) is the easy part. It’s some-
thing you can control with an automatic
fill device and calculate with good accu-
racy once you know the length of the edge
and the lift and flow over it. (For the
record,I always opt for solenoid-controlled
automatic-fill systems rather than float
systems.)  

By contrast, the overflow level is much
less controllable because you can never
really know how many people might
jump into the pool at the same time. At
Questar Pools,we base the volume of the
surge tank or trough on two inches of dis-

placement over the entire surface of the
pool. It’s a simple calculation: just mul-
tiply the surface area of the pool by 7.5
(the number of gallons in a cubic foot
of water), then divide that number by 6
(two inches is a sixth of a foot). This gives
you the volume in gallons for two inches
across the entire surface of the pool.

You could also calculate the estimat-
ed displacement of a given number of
people in the water. That would be bet-
ter than no standard at all, but it’s not
very accurate given the fact that when
people jump or dive in, their level of dis-
placement far exceeds displacement pre-
dicted by body mass alone and is im-
possible to anticipate.

Wiggle Room
In the aerospace industry, designers

and engineers are always considering the
possibility of catastrophic events. This
leads them to build redundancy into
their systems and to anticipate the lim-
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Breathtaking: Aesthetics are important for vanishing-edge projects, but so is precise, up-front control of a range of hydraulic and construction is-
sues that settle into the background once the water begins to flow.



Responsibility
The unfortunate reality of many

vessels with water-in-transit de-
signs is that the people design-
ing and building them have only
a vague grasp of basic hydraulics
and precision construction, both of
which are essential with these projects.

If you’re overmatched when it comes
to sizing a line, a pump, a skimmer and
a filter, there’s no way you’re ready to
jump into water-in-transit designs.
Similarly, if “close” is good enough for you
when it comes to construction tolerances,
these are projects that will come back to
haunt you, financially and probably legal-
ly.

That said, it’s important to bear in
mind that hydraulic-design parame-

ters, tight tolerances and all of
the other things you need to do
and keep straight are attain-
able if you take care, have

pride in your work and, above
all, understand the primary re-

sponsibilities that are part of the deal
when you tackle one of these projects.

That’s true for any watershape, of
course, but you can assume that those
responsibilities are dialed in at a much
higher level with water-in-transit designs.

The stakes are higher if only because
you often face situations in which a me-
chanical or hydraulic failure can go from
being a mere nuisance to becoming
something catastrophic. So instead
of mundane complaints about a
pump that fails prematurely or a
system that is too noisy or one
for which operating costs are too
high, you can face flooded yards
or structures and the real possibility
that you might lose the entire vessel to
an undermined slope.

– S.P.

use the same size pump,while line veloc-
ity decreases. I steer clear of minimum
line-velocity standards altogether by al-
ways upsizing the plumbing if I get any-
where close to seven feet per second.

For primary circulation in most sys-
tems, we use half-horsepower pumps on
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its of system tolerances.
Designing for surge capacity is similar,

and I always suggest erring on the side of
over-sizing the vessel you’re using to cap-
ture the water. If you have a small pool
that you think may occasionally receive
extremely heavy use for some reason,then
design the system using three inches of
displacement as the criterion instead of
two, for example. It certainly can’t hurt
anything – and in fact might create a
buffer that could help you avoid disaster
down the line.

Another consideration here is the grav-
ity-fed overflow plumbing. In too many
cases, I’ve seen projects in which the surge
tank is of adequate size, but the builder
considered neither the minimum oper-
ating level nor the location of the over-
flow pipe. If either the operating level is
too high or the overflow is located too low
(or both), you can reduce your surge ca-
pacity through their interaction without
knowing it.

When you make this mistake,you find
yourself in a vicious drain/overflow cy-
cle: When several people jump in the wa-
ter all at once, the surge tank will over-
flow in rapid order and lots of water will
be sent to waste via the overflow pipe;
when everybody climbs out, the surge
tank runs out of water well before the wa-
ter in the pool can breach the edge again.

The same holds true for gutter or slot-
overflow systems, both of which can be
set up to accept the entire surge on their
own or transmit it to a surge tank. If you
have a gutter system, you can safely as-
sume that almost all of the water will pre-
dictably be caught in the gutter system.
With a slot overflow, however, you must
assume that lots of water will flow past
the slot and will need time to drain back
into it – and will do so only if the deck is
pitched to direct the flow.

In addition, if the water moves from a
gutter system to a separate surge tank,
you’ll need either to create the gutter with
a pitch that sends water rapidly to some
collection point, or you’ll need to estab-
lish plumbing connections beneath or
alongside the gutter. Both approaches
work well if you set things up properly.

With slot overflows, there are a hand-
ful of other key issues. In systems that are
designed so that water moves into the gut-

ter or slot and flows out one end into a
surge tank, for example, you can have is-
sues with debris. To keep the channels
clean, you either need to be prepared to
flush the system manually or (as I prefer)
ensure the fact that the water will move
rapidly enough in the system to flush away
any debris. This is typically accomplished
via a system that includes a plumbing loop
and multiple drainage connections to the
surge tank.

In these systems,you’ll also need to pro-
tect against backflow as well as take steps
to avoid the excessive noise that can oc-
cur as a result of water flowing into the
slot or pouring into the surge tank. The
solutions to these potential problems are
complex and go well beyond the scope of
this article.

(It’s also relevant here to point out that
expertise in water-in-transit systems re-
quires far more detailed information than
can be found in any single article. The
Genesis 3 Schools offer a much more
comprehensive look at water in transit
that includes, for example, detailed ex-
amination of noise-reduction issues as
well as many more fine points of the con-
struction process.)

General Hydraulics
Beyond the basic system-design issues

covered so far, much of what it takes to
achieve a successful water-in-transit sys-
tem has to do with hydraulic calculations,
including consideration of turnover rate,
line size and component selection – ba-
sic stuff, certainly, but of critical impor-
tance with these systems.

In teaching about water-in-transit
pools, I’ve found that many people want
to follow “rules of thumb.” If you’re
among those who like these handy guide-
lines, let me warn you away from one that
causes problems: the pool industry’s min-
imum standards for hydraulic design.
The recommended line velocities of eight
feet per second for suction lines and ten
feet per second for discharge lines will
leave you no room to maneuver!   

I prefer to use lower line velocities as
targets – a maximum of seven feet per
second for both suction and discharge
lines. In most cases,what people will find
is that as they increase their line size, their
flow rates will continue to increase if they
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a minimum of two-inch plumbing, 2-
1/2-inch plumbing on systems that use
3/4-horsepower pumps and three-inch
plumbing on lines with one- to three-
horsepower pumps. Almost invariably,
these alignments of pump and pipe will
keep us well below seven feet per second.

We also use line-size valves and check
valves. After all, there’s not much point
in using three-inch plumbing if you’re re-
stricting the flow with two-inch valves.
For similar reasons, we also make sure
that all of our equipment is installed with
line-size connections.

The way we look at it,we live in an im-
perfect world. As much as we might try
to account for every single elbow and
every single component in completing
our hydraulic calculations, we believe in
giving ourselves a buffer when it comes
to pump and line size.

Going back to my point about the aero-
space industry: We want precision, but
we also want to maximize the operating
ranges in which the system will deliver
best results.

The Edge Factor
Once you’ve established surge capaci-

ty and basic hydraulic design, the edge de-
tail itself is the next critical element you
need to address. The key considerations
here are the edge length, tolerances and
the edge detail.

� Edge length: This is an aesthetic as
well as a practical issue. With a vanish-
ing-edge pool, you can get to a point
where you’re designing an edge that’s so
short,you may need to question whether
or not it’s worth it. My personal rule is to
consider 20 feet as a minimum length for
our edges.

This is entirely subjective,but I’ve found
that for the design to make sense visual-
ly and in terms of the budget, 20 feet just
seems to work. In more practical terms,
a trough that’s only ten feet long, say,
might be difficult to design with adequate
surge capacity.

That’s a generalization, of course, and
there can certainly be exceptions,but let’s
take a look at a typical 800 square-foot
pool to illustrate. Say you want to lift a

quarter inch of water to flow over the edge
of that pool: This computes to about 125
gallons at a time flowing over the edge. If
the edge is 30 feet across, that flow can
easily be captured in a traditional trough
that stretches across the full 30 feet below
the edge. The surge capacity on the same
pool would be more difficult to manage
with a shorter edge.

If the edge and trough are just ten feet
long,the standard trough will be too small,
which means you’ll need to make the
trough larger in dimensions other than
length. With close edge tolerance, which
I’ll discuss below, calculating edge flow is
really very easy. Again, the tough part
comes in allowing for the surge capacity.

That re-dimensioning may not be visu-
ally desirable or practical from a structur-
al standpoint. By the same token,if you’re
working with a design where the edge flows
over into a large body of water – an open,
shallow kiddie pool,for example – the con-
cern over edge length may be irrelevant.

By the way, this set of considerations

MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE: Perimeter overflows can be spectacular, but they’re nothing without correct calculation of the surge capacity, proper sizing
of the piping and pumps, careful attention to the slope of the drainage slots and uncompromising precision in edge construction.

Continued on page 50





is another good reason to calculate dis-
placement by surface area, because it
forces you to acknowledge that you’ll
need to capture a given volume of water
no matter the length of the edge or the
edge detail. The flow rate may change,
but the basic functionality of the system
will be the same.

� Tolerance: This is perhaps the most
critical of all the elements of a water-in-
transit system,because without knowing
your edge tolerances, you can’t effective-
ly calculate or even control the flow rate
over the edge. As a rule, the lower your
anticipated flow rate, the greater the need
for tight tolerance across that edge. We
prefer working with low flow rates, so we
nail our edges, plus or minus, to within a
sixteenth of an inch.

How difficult that is to achieve depends
on the material. For my own backyard
pool, for example,we built a 55-foot edge
that’s set in random stone – and we’re
flooding it with a one-horsepower pump
on three-inch plumbing. The flow over
this edge works out to something less

than three gallons per minute per foot.
For many builders, that might seem like
an impossibly low flow rate, but because
we used a grinder to fine-tune the edge
after it was installed, we’ve been able to
accommodate that low flow rate consis-
tently across the full length of the edge.

The flow rate you want over the edge
will also vary widely depending on the ef-
fect you want to achieve. For systems that
are viewed from the house side – that is,
with the water falling away from the ob-
server – you typically can’t tell if the edge
is flowing at 100 gallons per minute or
two gallons per minute. The thought to
bear in mind is that there’s no real “stan-
dard” for flow rate – but there is a re-
sponsibility to ensure that whatever rate
you target is being achieved on the full
length of the edge.

Trouble can start quickly when you try
to overcome a loose edge tolerance by
simply pushing more water over the edge.
Often, this involves moving water at or
above recommended line velocities af-
ter the fact to achieve the necessary flow,

which can lead to increased energy con-
sumption as well as to turbulence – the
enemy of all water-in-transit systems.

Rule of thumb: Keep your tolerances
tight enough so that the vanishing-edge
effect works with a minimal flow rate –
say, five gallons per foot per minute max-
imum – then work up from there if you
want to achieve a waterfall effect by
pumping up the volume.

� Edge detail: Virtually from the first
of the vanishing-edge designs (and
perimeter-overflow designs as well),
there’s been a debate over which way the
edge should be angled.

We typically pitch the edge away from
the pool unless observers are easily go-
ing to see the top of the edge wall. In
that case, where the physical proximity
of the focal points creates a situation in
which observers will be looking down
at the top of the wall, we acknowledge
that you’ll see the top of the edge and
pitch it back toward the pool. You still
see the top of the wall, but its visual im-
pact is minimized.

SIMPLE TRUTHS: Water-in-transit systems are challenging for both designers and builders, and it’s partly because there aren’t many generalizations
or formulas that make things easier.  In my experience, in fact, each system must be approached individually, with no short cuts.
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This isn’t quite a judgment call, but it’s
one that has more to do with aesthetics and
appearances than with practicality, which
leads us back to a set of considerations that
really should come first in any project.

Back to Visuals
As I mentioned at the outset, whether

you’re thinking about a vanishing edge,a
wet edge or a deck-level/slot overflow sys-
tem, you need to start by thinking about
aesthetics and very basic system functions.

I begin, for example, by looking at lines
of sight to establish an elevation and loca-
tion for the pool in relation to the home
and the basic topography of the property.
My thoughts turn to the practicalities of a
water-in-transit system only if it makes vi-
sual sense, budget sense and sense for the
way my clients want to use their watershape.

As it all comes together (and if it all
comes together), I’m aware that lines of

sight are something I can control – not
through the structure of the home, the
orientation of the property or by a trick
of eyesight, but rather by understanding
the ways I can work with the pool’s phys-
ical location,shape, size and elevation rel-
ative to those other factors.

As I examine a setting and consider its
potential, I’m aware of the fact that
there’s no real point in building a water-
in-transit pool of any kind if it won’t
work visually. I’m also keenly aware of
the fact that water-in-transit designs are
primarily about reflections – my touch-
stone when I consider placement and
orientation of these watershapes relative
to their surroundings.

We’re all certainly familiar with van-
ishing edges that fall over nosebleed drops,
often with echoing bodies of water in the
distance. These projects may seem as sim-
ple as rolling off a log,but they work best

when the designer sets the outer edge in
relationship to primary focal points that
govern where the visual boundary exists.
In other words, if you do things right,you
modify the lines of sight with the pres-
ence of the pool structure itself – and the
effect of water flowing over the edge serves
to link the reflections on the surface of the
water with the near or distant views to
which the eyes are being led.

Hilltop edges with perfect, open vistas
are great,but personally I enjoy designing
vanishing-edge pools in conjunction with
landscaping. I’m also working more and
more with water-in-transit systems on flat
or nearly flat lots. Plants,particularly large
ones such as trees,offer wonderful oppor-
tunities to modify lines of sight, both by
concealing views that are undesirable and
by leading the eye to views you want to see
by defining visual “corridors.” In many
ways,I prefer working in these settings be-

LINES OF SIGHT: There’s nothing that says vanishing-edge effects work only with nosebleed or waterfront views.  If the reflections work and there’s
an opportunity to tie the water into landscaped views, I’m all in favor of putting pools on flat or nearly flat lots.  







Many years have passed since I first saw pic-
tures of China,but my desire to travel to the Giant
of the Orient has never waned.

In recent years, in fact, that interest grew ever
stronger as I watched all the new information
emerging from China as it has slowly opened it-
self to the Western world. I’ve been particularly
fascinated by documentaries on the Yangtze River
and The Great Dam that China is building to
manage its floodwaters.

This past spring, I visited China to see its amaz-
ing gardens with my own eyes and travel down
the Yangtze through the fabled Three Gorges and
the Lesser Three Gorges. I went seeking inspi-
ration and came back with more than my quota
of thoughts on the mysteriousness and tantaliz-
ing vagueness with which so many Chinese gar-
dens are put together.

Garden Forms
Perhaps because they’re so unfamiliar to Western

eyes, people – including many otherwise well-
informed students in seminars I’ve taught – tend
to lump Chinese gardens in with the much more
familiar Japanese gardens in a general classifica-
tion as Oriental or Asian gardens. Nothing could
be farther from accuracy.

Before I move forward, I need to state that I am

The features, traditions and char-
acter of Chinese garden design
are generally unfamiliar to most
Westerners – and that’s a shame,
says watergarden designer Rick
Anderson, because they are an
art form all their own.  He recently
traveled to China to learn more
about these unusual spaces and
to explore the natural beauty of
the Yangtze River’s valley and
here shares his observations and
inspirations.  

By Rick Anderson
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not an expert in this area of design. I am an ardent
observer of these spaces, however, and have man-
aged to learn a few things about Chinese gardens
and their designers through the years. (I was ac-
cordingly pleased to find that my tour reinforced
much of what I know about them!) 

In general, Chinese gardens are built around
three main components:

� Architecture and Structure: The Chinese
garden is almost always located in a courtyard or
pavilion-type setting. Indeed, the only cases in
which they break beyond the confines of walls is
with imperial gardens or with the gardens of the
wealthiest of the wealthy. Given the fact that walls
are so dominant, the openings,gates,windows and
wall copings all take on special significance.
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This is the scene looking up at the summer pavilion at Yu Yuan in Shanghai
(A).  It was important in classic Chinese gardens that the spaces be com-
posed as if they were paintings.  Prominent here is a T’ai Hu rockery that at
one time had water flowing over part of it. 

The pictorial approach is also seen in a viewing pavilion and walkway near
one of the larger ponds at Yu Yuan (B).  Just as picturesque is a unique pat-

terning in the paving  here that gives the impression of some form of
living creature (C).  This is unusual:  Most classical paving takes on ba-
sic geometric shapes. 

More typical are the fantastic T’ai Hu stones, prized for their incred-
ible (and almost grotesque) formations (D). 

A

B

C

D

Continued on page 58
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This isa courtyard garden at the Chongqing Folk Culture Village. The rockery here
serves as a dominant focal point. (In my observation, no one seems to have much
objection to pea-green water.) 

I was consistently impressed by the kind of emphasis Chinese garden designers
placed on their T’ai Hu stones: The effect can best be described as placing the rock-
ery in such a way that it will command and receive its proper respect.

A contemporary fountain at the city overlook in Chongqing was typical of
many “modern” watershapes in China in that it didn’t work. During my visit I saw
about 40 such fountains, and only two were actually working.

Brave Old World
Throughout my career, I’ve found that many things

separate exceptional design professionals from av-
erage practitioners.  For instance, a great many de-
signers (and I count myself among them) have spent
a tremendous amount of time studying the works of
masterful designers, past and present.  

Study is one thing:  In my opinion, curiosity is just
as important, if not more so.   

Indeed, the most creative and inspiring designers
I’ve ever seen have spent and are always spending
an extraordinary amount of time looking at the world
in which we live to derive ideas and inspiration.  In
this sense, you might say that “design education” is
a matter of accumulating life experiences:  By doing,
exploring, tasting, experiencing and immersing our-
selves in things that are different and exotic and for-
eign, we change and grow. 

My point is that the mere fact that you may have
worked in design for 10 or 20 or however many
years does not necessarily make you any better at
your work.  Instead, I believe that the only way to
grow as a professional is to look outside your im-
mediate frame of reference and embrace the world
around you. 

Consider the photographs on display in the ac-
companying article:  They come from places that are
worlds away from the usual orbit or interests of
Westerners – and they offer a means of exposing our-
selves to new information, expanding our horizons
as professionals (and people) and stretching our abil-
ities to create good designs and produce quality work. 

One of the things I like most about WaterShapes is
the fact that it displays the works of many wonder-
ful designers – Fallingwater by Frank Lloyd Wright,
Katsura Rikyu in Japan and other projects from around
the country and across the globe.  I believe that this
coverage shows us that there are infinite possibilities
when it comes to creating garden spaces and using
water within them.  By looking to the unfamiliar, we
see a variety of ways to organize and manipulate spa-
tial relationships and all-new ways of using materials. 

Chinese gardens are in fact more varied and com-
plex than any single article could hope to capture,
but my hope is that you’ll find one small thing to take
back to your own projects or see one small strategy
these gardeners and artists used in establishing the
atmosphere of their spaces.  Beyond that, I’m hop-
ing there’s enough to go on that you’ll be curious
and inspired enough, as I was, to hop on a plane
and go see these gardens with your very own eyes.

– R.A.



In most of these gardens, the paving also plays a
prominent role, with highly detailed work in a vari-
ety of geometric patterns. The paving consists in many
cases of small bits of material – seconds,leftovers,dis-
cards,scraps from other construction – that the crafts-
people have woven together in unique and eye-
catching ways. Space permitting,the seating areas are
typically set under roofs and/or beneath stand-alone
pavilions. The higher the social status of the resident,
the more elaborate and ornate are the materials and
craftsmanship of these structures.

Everything revolves around these limiting archi-
tectural features in the gardens of the middle and

upper classes – a sharp distinction from Japanese
gardens, for example,where borrowed views of dis-
tant landforms are often a defining visual compo-
nent. (As I mentioned,only in imperial gardens were
Chinese landscapes shaped with vistas in mind.) 

� Plant Selection: Plants in Chinese gardens are
chosen to add structure and depth and accents in
what can best be described as a supporting or back-
ground role. Some plants, for example, are chosen
solely for their seasonal color and their roles in how
the garden looks through each season of the year.

Among the plants chosen for these purposes in a
great many classic Chinese gardens are bamboo,wil-

Chinese gardeners certainly took inspiration from their natural sorroundings. This Temple fits beneath a cliff along the
Yangtze River (A) and unfortunately will be inundated when The Great Dam – the most expensive construction project in world his-
tory – is completed and the Yangtze rises behind it. The Chinese government is relocating some of these treasures, but most will
be lost in the flooding. Such a loss of heritage is breathtaking even compared to the awesome challenge of relocating millions of
people and losing some of the country’s richest farmland.

Views such as this (B) will be lost when the dam is complete. All the waterfalls will be gone, most of the cliff’s face will be sub-
merged and the entire area will become part of an extensive system of lakes.

Yue Yang Mansion a fine
example of a classical Chinese es-
tate that features both a house and
a garden. This is a typical rockery
and waterfeature, but note that the
classic Chinese garden was so
much about stone that this green-
ery would never have been allowed
to overtake the rockery in this way.

A B
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For more information, contact the Genesis 3 office, toll-free, at (877) 513-5800
— or visit our website: www.genesis3.com

Circle 16 on Postage Free Card or Visit ws.thisad.info/212-16

In the coming months, David Tisherman, Skip Phillips and Brian Van Bower are hosting two
very special Genesis 3 events:  The group’s second Fountain School and the latest in the
series of increasingly popular Level I Schools.

March 5-9, 2003
Morro Bay, California
Genesis Level I School

The flagship school in the Genesis 3 program, this
school focuses on design, engineering and con-
struction of watershapes, drawing techniques and
the Genesis 3 philosophy.  Open to all applicants,
this is the access point to advanced Genesis Family
programs and demonstrates what it takes to operate
at the highest level of expertise – including up-close
and personal familiarity with the lifestyles of high-
end clients.

Genesis 3 Schedule

How Good Do You Want To Be?

December 4-8, 2002
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Genesis Fountain School

This school, hosted by Crystal Fountains, 
has a special focus on fountain design. Topics
to be covered include selection and use of
appropriate water effects, fountain hydraulics 
and specialized lighting design. Open to all 
applicants, the school also features a hands-on
visit to Crystal Fountains’ facility, as well as a
guided tour of Toronto’s fountains.   

Don’t Delay:
Sign Up Today!



low, pine, peony, mums and cherry.
�The Rockwork: No Chinese gar-

den could ever be complete without
the stone or stone grouping that make
up its rockery – the key,defining char-
acteristic of the vast majority of clas-
sic Chinese gardens.

The importance of this feature can-
not be overstated. These fantastical-
ly shaped stones, called T’ai Hu be-
cause most of the important ones
come from a lake of that name, have
been worn by time and the elements
and are prized for what seem to
Western eyes to be near-grotesque
shapes. (On my trip, I spent a lot of
time photographing these stones.
This amused my hosts, who seemed
puzzled that a Westerner would pay
so much attention to their “rocks.”) 

In the older gardens, the designers
(many of whom also were painters)
spent a good deal of time putting these
limestone boulders into fantastic
shapes and formations that brought
strength and harmony to the garden
spaces. The tradition is so powerful
that the same attention is paid to rock-
eries in new gardens as well and to
how the stone formations work in re-
lation to the rest of the space.

Without these stones, it seems, no
space great or small, old or new, can
truly be considered a Chinese garden.

Watershapes
It is generally in association with the

design and construction of the rockery
that we find water in Chinese gardens.

In some cases, particularly in larg-
er gardens of the very wealthy,Chinese
gardens feature ponds of varying sizes
and shapes. But many of the water-
shapes I saw were small,old and tired
– and, unfortunately, many had fall-
en into disrepair.

A
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The Yellow Crane Tower in Wuhan is part of
one of the most famous gardens in China – the place
where the great poet Li Po went to compose his most fa-
mous works (A).

Looking down from Yellow Crane Tower into the main
pavilion area, you have the opportunity to see Chinese
gardeners’approaches to elevation changes, water use,
structures, garden rooms, T’ai Hu stones and plant se-
lection (B).

A large, red granite sculpture at Yellow Crane Tower
is known as the “Returning Cranes”– and took ten sculp-
tors more than 30 months to complete (C). It forms the
perfect foil for this rounded Chinese bridge (D).

B

C

D
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This is a typical garden entrance guarded by Fu Dogs. The space may
look stark at first glance, but there’s a distinct beauty in its simplicity.

We see a quiet simplicity in the pavilion at Longting Park. Notice how the
designer wants you to perceive the composition as though it was a painting
and how either the bridge or the lotus serves as the compositional foreground.
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Chinese gardendesigners excel at build-
ing these wall openings and staging focal points
for observers (A). Here at Riverside Park in
Kaifeng and elsewhere, this conjures not only the
interest in the wall itself, but inspires an attraction
that pulls you into the scene (B).

At Kaifeng, we see an example of the ancient placement of T’ai Hu stones
and the contemporary fountain, with what we would consider a more Western plant-
ing scheme.

I saw this combination of new and old forms many times in China. Regrettably, nei-
ther contemporary waterworks nor older ones tended to be in working order.

Here’s a contemporary watershape (just a year old) on the grounds of Henan
University in Kaifeng. I found no skimmer nor any system that seemed to be in-
tended to make the water move in any way – and again, the green water didn’t seem
to bother anyone. Most Americans would see this as an eyesore, but those I spoke
with did not see or find any fault.

In this and in so many other ways, Chinese gardens are simply “different” from what
we expect to the point that they defy many of the horticultural and aquacultural be-
liefs we teach and follow here. In some places, for example, I found Koi ponds that
seemed to lack any filtration or circulation system – once more to nobody’s distress.
All of the watershapes I observed were this way, except for the pools in front of the
Great Hall across from Tiananmen Square, where the fountain was running – and
even there the water clarity was just fair.

B

A

Like much of a coun-
try where the streets are
old and the paths are old
and the soil has been
worked for thousands of
years, these watershapes
had seemingly been
worn away by years of ac-
cumulated time. Even so,
the gardens are respect-

fully and diligently maintained – and the con-
text and mood they create helped me visual-
ize the role of water and hear what must have
been its wonderfully naturalistic and evocative
auditory contributions to these spaces.

As with most anything you study, an ex-
amination of Chinese gardens reveals a world
unto itself, one filled with complexity, tradi-
tion and variety. The photographs repro-
duced here are intended as an introduction
– one that will, I hope, lead you to further ex-
plorations on your own.
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Timeless
Most people know Maya Lin
for her bold design of the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial in
Washington, but watershapers
in particular should become
familiar with a range of her
other works as well.  For near-
ly 15 years, reports William
Hobbs, his company has been
involved in producing intricate
water effects for the famous
artist, whose works draw fas-
cinating connections between
observers and the mysteries
of time and nature.

By William Hobbs
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Impressions

The marriage of water and art can be ex-

tremely powerful and evocative,especially

in the hands of a great designer. One who

has taken the use of water to sublime and

fantastic levels is Maya Lin, the artist who

rose to prominence as an undergraduate

student with her design for the Vietnam

Veterans Memorial in Washington,D.C.

At Hobbs Architectural Fountains, we

have been privileged to participate in

bringing Maya’s aquatic visions to life.

Those works have often been ambitious

and innovative and have required us to

be just as ambitious and innovative in de-

veloping ways of moving water that bring

her ideas to life.

Our partnership of design and tech-

nology in the creation of monuments and

public works of art began more than a

decade ago. The projects shown here dis-

play just some of our collaboration

through those years.

Weaving Experiences
Whether they include water or not, the

works of Maya Lin are seldom simple in

concept or theme. Rather, she sets up lay-

ers of motifs and meanings that are often

drawn from nature as well as human his-

tory. Quite often, they’re touched by an

acute sense of time, the passage of time

and the indeterminacy of occurrences in

nature and history.

Let me illustrate that sense with her most

famous work, the Vietnam Veterans

Memorial,where she presents the names of

those who lost their lives in the conflict in

chronological order of their deaths. Thus,

the wall creates a narrative beginning in 1959

and ending in 1975,and the passage of time

is represented specifically by the horrific loss

of human life suffered during the war.

In this way,a permanent structure,an-

chored firmly in the earth,captures a fleet-

ing progression of events that are still af-

fecting lives to this day.

A similar effect is achieved with her

Civil Rights Memorial, which strings to-

gether events from the landmark court

case of Brown vs. Board of Education in

1958 to the assassination of Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr. in 1968 and defines a cru-

cial span in the history of race relations

in this country.

In many of her other works, the sense

of the moment is less tied to such specif-

ic historical time frames and becomes

more evocative of the random procession

of events within nature itself. Consider,

for example, the cycles of freezing and

thawing that lend profundity to the

American Express Winter Garden de-

picted in this article – a distinct demar-

cation of time achieved through the phys-

ical presence of water.

In many cases, the execution of such

ephemeral concepts has required an in-

credible degree of technical know-how

and flexibility and creativity from us on

the Atlanta-based staff of Hobbs

Architectural Fountains. It is indeed rare

and wonderful to participate in such pro-

jects, where water technology is used in

service to such intellectually ambitious

and distinctly artistic designs.
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Civil Rights Memorial

Photos by John O’Hagan, courtesy of Southern Poverty Law Center
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Montgomery, Alabama

Maya Lin first contacted us about this project early in
1988,explaining that she wanted to create a wetted surface
and generate an exact flow of the water for an artistic ef-
fect. Naturally, we were excited by the prospect of work-
ing with such a renowned designer, but we also were a bit
concerned in this, our first project together, that what she
envisioned might be difficult if not impossible to attain.

Working systematically,we set up a full-scale prototype.
The first challenge had to do with the fact that the water
table contained an offset core. When flooded, this offset
created an uneven flow,and it took many iterations of cut-
ting and staging the internals of the core as well as work
on the table itself to generate smooth flowing waters over
the entire surface.

The second challenge was setting up the flow so that
the water achieved an acute reverse angle as it fell over
the edge of the table. Maya wanted to see random droplets
once the water had doubled back on itself. Through analy-
sis and testing with the prototype, we found the texture
we needed at the edge and the exact radial cut required
to create the desired effect.

Then we had to deal with the inscription on the wall
behind the table and how to make water flow where Maya
wanted it to flow – a surprisingly difficult engineering
challenge. Obviously, carving letters into stone creates
irregularities for water to flow over, so the voids had to
be filled with a compound that reduced the disruption.
From there,we decided how to handle the flow of the wa-
ter into the narrow basin – and the whole project came
together beautifully.
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American Express Winter Garden

Photos by Peter Wong, courtesy of American Express Financial Advisors
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Minneapolis, Minnesota

Initially, this project seemed to be little more than a
kind of glass water wall we’d executed several times be-
fore, but as Maya moved forward with her description,
we soon recognized that this was to be something en-
tirely new and unique.

Her concept was to generate a water wall approximately
25 feet high and 40 feet wide that would freeze in the win-
ter – a wall, she told us, that also was to be integrated into
the building. Inside, she set up a rolling, hill-like effect
in the floor itself, flanked by an L-shaped pool. She want-
ed sound from the water, but no motion that might dis-
rupt reflections, which we achieved by creating a “dis-
turbance”under the rolling-hill floor that generated sound
that reverberated off the walls but caused little or no
movement as it moved into the reflecting pool. The pool
itself was set both inside and outside the wall and seemed
to be one vessel. In reality, however, there were two sep-
arate systems.

Outside, Maya wanted the waters to flow majestically
down the glass when the temperatures were above freez-
ing – and create various patterns of ice on the glass when
temperatures dropped. This was no small challenge: The
water wall was two sided, after all, and one side was part
of a heated space. On the outside, moreover, we had to
control the level and thickness of ice formation as a safe-
ty and structural issue.

The solution was an “ice breaker”system: Through a
network of freeze sensors and temperature controls, two
separate pumping systems controlled the amount of ice
on the wall and maintained fluid movement of water
in the catch basin. The net effect: an impressive dis-
play of ice that constantly changes.
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Principle Group Financial Headquarters

Photos courtesy Maya Lin Studios
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Maya brought us in on this project,“A Shift in the Stream,” in 1996.
Her concept was to create a glass wall on two levels of a three-story lob-
by that would feature small,narrow streams of water flowing down the
glass with what she described tantalizingly as an “accidental quality.”

Our task was to generate those small flows of water in such a way that
they would vary constantly in movement and direction as they flowed
down the glass – and to do so intermittently. We achieved the latter
by using solenoid valves hidden in the lobby’s ceiling. This allowed us
to use a programmable controller to generate various on and off times
for the flows.

The random flows were harder to achieve, which led us to set up an-
other full-size mock up in our Atlanta studio. Maya joined us in gen-
erating options and valving solutions for achieving the level of water
manipulation and the various flows she wanted. We also took the op-
portunity to test the joints between the glass panels and eliminate any
water leakage or any potential flow behind the glass that might dam-
age the wall.

On location, the cascading water appears to enter the floor of the sec-
ond level of the lobby and continue down to the first level,where there’s
a 40-foot long fracture in the wall. This fracture shifts the flow of wa-
ter from the vertical drop above to a horizontal flow below, where
various elevations constantly move slightly up and down across the en-
tire length of the feature. As you approach the wall, you can hear the
subtle sound of water flowing.

The challenge here was putting moving water behind the wall, with
the attendant potential for damage to the wall over a period of time.
After much discussion and several reviews, we created a trough system
that minimized the risks.

De Moines, Iowa
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Monroe Center

Photos by Balthazar Korab, courtesy of the Frey Foundation
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The fountains for the Monroe Center, which Maya has
dubbed “Ecliptic,”consist of two separate outdoor display sys-
tems and became a reality in 2000. The first is a circular gran-
ite disc set above grade. Water flows over about half its sur-
face before falling off a knife-edge – a signature feature in
many of Maya’s watershapes and something with which we
were familiar.

In this case,however, the treatment was different: Typically,
we’d flooded these features from the center and allowed the
water to project outward in all directions. In this instance,we
were flooding the disc from one side and needed the water to
flow evenly across the surface.

Clearly, the stone had to be perfectly even to achieve this
effect. Beyond that, we needed to develop a small discharge
trough for the edge of the circumference – something we
could hide beneath a granite capstone along with a fiberop-
tic cable. As water is introduced to this trough, it fills very
slowly and releases the water in a controlled, smooth manner
into a notch cut on the edge of the stone.

When turned on, the fiberoptics, which are also set in the
narrow catch basin at the base of the feature,disperse a white,
glowing light across the surface of the stone as well as its base,
lending a serenity to the scene that couldn’t have been achieved
with conventional directional lighting.

The second feature is at the opposite end of the complex –
another raised circular fountain, but one that uses a fog sys-
tem to create unique and constantly changing effects. When
the fog is not in operation, all you see is serene reflections.
When it’s on, anything from changes in the humidity levels
to drafts bring variety to the watershape – with fiberoptics
adding a warm, mysterious glow.

Grand Rapids, Michigan
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f you feel the same need I do to explore the vast and inspiring reach-
es of 20th-century structural forms, The Oral History of Modern
Architecture by John Peter is a wonderful and enduring resource.

Published in 1994 by Harry N.Abrams (New York),this text features
more than 100 interviews with modern architects, including in-depth dis-
cussions conducted by the author with a group he defines as the “Top Ten”
masters of modern architecture.

The interviews were conducted in the stretch from 1953 to 1989, and
several audio excerpts are provided on a CD that comes as a compan-
ion to the printed transcripts. And it’s quite a roster of luminaries, in-
cluding Frank Lloyd Wright, Le Corbusier, Phillip Johnson, I. M. Pei,
Walter Gropius,Ludwig Mies van der Rohe,Eero Saarinen,Louis Cahn,
Oscar Niemeyer and Jose Luis Cert.

Although all of these masters can be firmly placed under the umbrella
of “modern architecture,” the diversity of styles, philosophies and cre-
ative influences they represent is vast and tremendously rich. Peter pulls
it all together by exploring a common set of ideas in each interview,delv-
ing specifically into what each of his subjects thinks about the roles of
technology, society and art in their creative processes.

In addressing these common themes, Peter develops a basis for com-
paring these titans of design – which makes for compelling and often

challenging reading. In other words, if what you seek is
sets of rules and authoritative pronouncements on mod-
ernism, you’ll almost certainly be frustrated by the wild
and sometimes conflicting ideas and approaches es-
poused by Peter’s Top Ten – not to mention the dozens
of other figures you’ll meet in the book’s 390 pages.

The interviews offer rare insights into the nature of the
artist’s life: So many of these architects saw themselves
and their work as clear departures from the personalities
and traditions of the past, and it’s fascinating to “eaves-
drop”as they describe their uphill battles for acceptance
and their struggles to win important commissions.

As Peter points out, their architecture is really only 80
years old, the successor to centuries of habit and prac-
tice expressed in classical or traditional forms. It’s plain
that in many instances these architects assumed huge
risks – and the one thing I missed was some discussion
of setbacks and failures they endured on their paths to
greatness.

On a different level, I was surprised and inspired to
learn that,among the Top Ten listed above, three of these
great architects had no formal training or education
and arrived in the profession by way of construction
work and other practical pathways. I found myself won-
dering if their careers would have been at all the same
had they received that formal training.

Rather than making it easy on you by revealing the
names of the three upstarts, I’ll leave it to you to exer-
cise your own curiosity and find their identities through
this book or some other resource. I’ll also leave you with
the thought that modernism is such a rogue art form
that it might be fair to assume that rejection of the past
– or even ignorance of the rules and boundaries it teach-
es – is a big part of what made these reamarkable up-
wellings of creativity possible.

Throughout, Peter also examines seminal works of
modernism from around the world and strongly urges
architects and designers to travel to as many of these sites
as they can. Although most of my own “traveling” in
this respect has come by way of books,he makes the case
so persuasively that I am motivated in all new ways to
see and appreciate these influential structures with my
own eyes.

Book Notes By Mike Farley

Mike Farley is a landscape architect with 20 years of experi-
ence and is currently a design/project manager for Leisure
Living Pools of Frisco, Texas.  He holds a degree in landscape
architecture from Texas Tech University and has worked as
a watershaper in both California and Texas.
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